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I. History

Several years ago tho possibility of ^.ir/mlating s plasi::a l\v means
of a functional expansion [ l ] was explored. In particular the one
dimensional density function f was written as
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where Hm is a Hermite polynonial. This was substituted into the Ylasov
equation

3JT + v S.rf + E(x,t) 5 f = 0 (2) J

to obtain
df
nvn
dt

where the En' s are the courier components of the electric field. Poisson's
equation vas used to find thes^'s.

This approach to siinulaticn itac! a serious difficulty. An examination
of equation (3) shows that for m - M the time derivative of fn,M dcpe:ans on
*'nfW'-l>

 cxx':' equation (1) indicates that there is no fr;,-:̂ i ter;n. The
noraial procedure in such a case is to take fp.J-'+l equal to 0. but this
makes the system of equations uni;Lable.

Ever.'..Lially f.-ra V.TVS were i'cvaiQ to control the problem [?]• One
was to introduce a .fictitious collision operator which had the property
that it had little effect on euqatic-:i (3) for sins 11 m's, but strongly
damped out the f^'s for large m. (Since Km has many oscillations when
m is large this was equivalent to smoothing out the very fine structure.)
A second cure for the p?"oblem was to use an ?m yt+^ in equation (3) that
was obtained by a polynomial extrapolation from fĵ f.fj -n,M-.V etc' "^i^^
either of the above solutio-as to the ni termination problem, a one dimensional
collisionless plasma could be successfully simulated. In practice, however,
this approach was never competitive with particle following schemes, and
ib fell by the wayside.

II• Modern Application

Last fall we began to develop a model to simulate trapped particle
modes in a tokamak, using the Drift I-'instic approximation [3]- For such
calculations, Coulomb collisions must be correctly included. Ordinary
particle following codes did not appear to be feasible because several
particles per Debye sphere are required if collisions are to be correctly
included, and the number of Debye spheres in a tokamak is enormous.
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Heedless to :'.i<.y an f-'lC- coie is of no M H O :\it.oe ' ::•- :::..:.•.'.:..:; -,.u t.o ec.:.!i.vvu.
t:ranspi'3't c-.'oi"/'̂  i erii,;j feu- eyj-iple, vvo the very q :~;.i.' ".ie;-"; required b/, r.m
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The use of u f uriCi.loncil e>: puns ion w?.;;.; chosen for the i'cllcv.'lnc reckons:
1) It is practical to inc3.ude Coulomb c:;.":.2 1 z!.cv::;.
2) There \-rZ.s u good chir.̂ .e tl.'tt the "'ou.1c::ri • celli:.:: i' i WVJ-1 core the

truncation problem fo\ifd :n one ••\ir.'.r.^io:., Tf.'.z '.). fact turned out
to be so.

3) It seemed likely the.-., because of the collision.", The distribution
function would be relatively smooth in velocity space so that comparatively
few terms would be required in the expansion. This alsc v;as found

to be true.

I l l . Kepreseutation of the Density Function

The distribution functicn is represented by
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The fjjnin'3 a r e r.tored in the computer. The >: dep̂ r.lc-nce of the ?r^m1 $ can
be handled numerically either l<y competing the points on a r.er.h or by
expanding the ff?.m* s the:iselves in sens set of spst.ial functions. The
variables [v.,a,B) are defined ~oy the expressions

U = V - V(x,t) ; . (5-1)

= u cos a fjn •> u sin a cos 3 n-i + u sin a sin B ftp, (5-2)

with (V-Q, n-\, rig) an orthogonal set of unit vectors. If we take
no(x.t) = 5/B, OI will be a pix.ch angle and (3 an angle describing
rotation around a field line.

V(x,t) and p(xjt) are nob specified in the general case. They
should be thought of as parameters which prescribe the set of basis func-
tions being used- In a particular application V might be taken as the
average velocity of the species and p the mass divided by the temperature.
These definitions of p and V would probably result in the most economical
set in so far as the number of f£mn's is concerned. ̂ In that case a pure
Maxwellian would consist of only the f'ooo term. If V is taken equal to
zero, and if the average velocity of the distribution is small compared
to the thermal velocity, f(x,^,t) will still converge quite rapidly although
now a Maxwellian would consist of more than just the fgoo i:e:ni»- Taking
V equal to zero does significantly reduce the complexity of the time
derivatives of the f£mn's' Hence while there are more f j ^ ' s each one
can be cempxited faster. Similarly if p differs frcm mass/temperature
more terms would probably be required, but if the temperature doesn't
vary a .jreat deal it might well be advantageous to use an average tempera-
ture for p and let the expansion have more terms, since this would again
lead to simpler equations of motion for the fjjmn's.

The YJgm(cvJe) functions are spherical harmonics. By taking the Vz

axis in the direction of 3, oho index m turns oi;t ~o be essentially
the gyro harmonic. Thus the dominant part of f^-rn has an
Exp(im ̂ dt'nft')) f a S t t l m e d e P e n d e n c e < T n e zt-i-oth order drift kinetic



equation consists of dropping all m r 0 tor:;::-;. IHrJ.er o:'<k'r .-u\; ' . >"iv ; -•.
equations can be oblaJnea in a straight forward manner ̂ y •iiori.ui-.--v.ii.in or
recursive techniques [?]•

£+1/2 2
The L[J fpu ,) functions are ̂ er.err-lised La;;uerre polynoKrirds. nhe

combination s^L~+1/2(s2) exp(-1/2 s2) is similar to a Kissel A i n o k n in the
oscillatrry region of the polynomial. Peyond this-. j....ji):;-. the ev.poM'.>:r..:-nl
damps it out. There is in fact an asymptotic expansion,, valid for l;..r£e
n, of the form

/ ( s 2 ) e"1//2s2 ~ constant • j£(rs)L

where

r = J.2& + n + 5

and jg is a spherical Bessel function.

IV. Equations of Motion for the fjjnm1 s
The equations of motion are obtained by substituting the expansion

defined in expression (5) into the Boltsroann equation,

atfP
 + v • 3x fr + I (S + I x B) • s- fp « X c Lfr,fc], (6)

s

where fr is the distribution function for the r x;h species. The Landau
approximation is used for the collision operator so that

m + m _, '. T. •, f 1

i \

r } (7)
The result >rill be written in the form
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where d/dt is the convective derivative.

The only nonzero Kf^. jj'm'n
/ts are those where l' = £; A ± 1, I ± 2

and similarly for (m, m ) and (n, n'). There are 65 nonzero terms in all.
If tf (x,t) is set to zero there are only 33 terms; and if in addition
p is taken as a constant in time only 21 terms remain. These elements are
of course functions of x and vx. The elements of the collision matrix
Crs are also sparse. In particular if the linear approximation can be
used (i.e., fg00, fg00 are very large compared to all other f^'s) Crs

is diagnonal in I and m.

Equation (8) can be rewritten for m / 0 as

f = _ A f + Y
imn ma I dt L
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and if only the f ?olI1 tomr. are retained on the ri^ht hand s,ide we have

f » - —
£mn mfl

to first order in l/Q. The collision term drops out in this order since
m' + m" = 0 and only n = in' + m" elements of Ô g are nonzei-o. E;cpression
(10) could be substituted back into expression (9) to obtain a better
approximation, etc. This is a drift kinetic approximation for the fj?.nn>
m f- 0. The substitution of these approximate f^m's into equation (o)
with m set equal to zero results in the drift kinetic equation for the

t. fs •

V. Conclusions

The present code runs in the drift kinetic approximation with one
spatial coordinate, 9, the poloidal angle. There is no radial or toroidal
dependence. Up to now the cede has been usefl successfully to obtain equili
bria and transport coefficients from just inside the banana regime, across
the plateau and well into the rfirsch Schluxer regime. The code will be
extended to include the self consistent electric field so that the trapped
particle modes can be studied. It will also be extended to include a
radial and eventually a toroidal spatial dependence, so that all of neo-
classical physics can be examined.

This code will be essentially a super KHD code which computes its
own transport coefficients as it runs. Ar.;ong other things, it ought to
have considerable value in the future as a means of obtaining vmknown
coefficients which can then be incorporated into ordinary MHD codes.

There is one last point that is worth noting. It was stated in the
introduction that one dees not need artificial truncation techniques to
obtain convergence, ar.c. this is true. It has been found however, that the
number of terms required in the expansion ce.n be reduced considerably
if the r. index is sr.ioo-:JLy truncated with a polynomial extrapolation
similar to that used in the one dimensional case.
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